Plant Management
Transforming rail network safety through equipment safety
& compliance management on a modern SaaS platform

Vetting and qualifying the third-party companies you rely on to perform work is important
for managing risk. But what about the equipment they bring to your sites? Does it work
properly? Has it been serviced regularly? Is it the right plant for the job? Answering these
questions and continuously managing equipment-level data is challenging but critical to
protecting your company from costly incidents. aquipa’s Plant Management solution was
built to make best practice safety and maintenance processes easy to implement for both
internal and suppliers’ equipment.

Get unprecedented, granular visibility into the plants
suppliers use to perform work at your sites. Our cloud
-based technology gives your entire organization
anywhere, anytime access to make informed decisions
in the field or in the office.

No matter the complexity of your supply chain, our
configurable platform accelerates your plant registration,
compliance, and management processes. Put equipment
to use faster with easy-to-create requirements and
intuitive task completion for suppliers.

Protect your property and the people working at your
sites by ensuring only properly functioning equipment
is allowed to perform work. Our platform takes the
guesswork out of the hiring process by providing the
detailed information you need to properly manage risk.

Proactive management of compliance and service
maintenance reduces the likelihood of delays caused by
faulty or incorrect equipment. Ensure the right plants are
ready for use before they arrive to your site and get
a better return on your outsourcing investment.
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Plant Management
How it works
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Client defines compliance
attributes required for specific
types of equipment.

Supplier registers plants and
uploads supporting compliance
documentation.

Both client and supplier use the
platform to continuously manage
their equipment.

Features

Set compliance requirements on your terms.
Registration forms and questionnaires are
configurable and dynamic so only equipment
specific information is requested.

See historical and scheduled services
to ensure supplier plants are properly
maintained. Both suppliers and clients get
automatic alerts when scheduled services
are approaching.

Full visibility into plant compliance
includes completed tasks, pre-start
checklists, inspections, and maintenance.
In-app discussion threads provide efficient
compliance resolution.

Use QR codes, serial numbers, registration
stickers, bar codes, and proximity beacons to
identify plants, view compliance status, and
perform inspections from any mobile device.

In-house or third-party inspectors can be
assigned to conduct equipment inspections.
All related tasks, checklists, and discussions
can be managed within the platform for
efficient completion.

Whether you are managing in-house plants,
third-party equipment, or both, aquipa’s
platform provides full visibility so you can
hone in on high-priority tasks.
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